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Mars Life Detection
• Abiotic “baseline” for Mars needs to be 

defined 
• Not a binary of  biotic or abiotic

1. Abiotic synthesis—multiple types
2. Known or unknown biotic synthesis
3. Altered/degraded signal (e.g., radiation, 

geological processes, oxidation)
• Measurement requirements should cover potential 

pools
• Biosignatures are difficult to detect and analyze even on 

Earth!  
• Low concentration
• Heterogenous distribution
• Interference of  inorganics (minerals and salts)

?

How did organics 
originate on Mars?
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Ideally, we want 
to make 

measurements 
across this 
spectrum, 

prioritizing the 
highest-

confidence 
measurements. 

From the 2021 “White Paper Report from the Biosignatures Standards of  Evidence 
Community Workshop” produced by the NFOLD Network for Life Detection

“Standards of  Evidence” for Life Detection 



Low-Cost Mars Astrobiology Mission Considerations 
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Trade Negative Impact Positive Impact

Exploring a greater number 
of  landing sites in less detail 
(rather than a smaller 
number of  sites in greater 
detail)

Less Detail: Payload would be 
more limited and would make 
less detailed measurements, 
potentially limiting the potential 
to measure with “high 
confidence”

Progressive, Buildable 
Strategy: Reconnaissance for a 
larger life detection mission, 
prioritize sites for resource-
intensive, more-conclusive 
analysis

Use of  newer, lower-TRL 
technology (rather than 
existing or modified high-
TRL instrumentation)

Performance: Greater risk for 
failure or performance issue.

New Tech, Better Suited:
Faster infusion of  new 
technology into the Mars 
program. Potentially better 
suited to requirements imposed 
by hard landings 
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What is geodesy?

W.M. Keck Institute for Space Studies — Next-Generation Planetary Geodesy Slide 2

← Top left: GRAIL gravity data elucidate specific geologic 
processes on the Moon, like impact cratering and basin formation 
(e.g., Zuber et al. 2016). Top right: InSAR can track sub-millimeter-
scale surface motions, enabling investigations of a variety of 
processes, including the volcanic/tectonic events shown here in 
Iceland (Riel et al. 2015). Bottom: GRACE and GRACE-FO time 
variable gravity can track the total inventory of Earth’s water, 
including groundwater storage (e.g., Chen et al. 2016, right) and 
loss of ice due to global warming (e.g., Tapley et al. 2019, left).

Geodesy enables 
transformative science 

in a variety of disciplines, 
from geophysics to 

climate.

1
part
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Geodesy is the study of a 
planet’s shape, gravity field, 
and orientation—and how 

they change and why.
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Big Picture Questions in Next-Gen Planetary Geodesy

↑ Compelling targets for next-generation planetary geodesy: Europa 
(NASA / JPL-Caltech / SETI), Enceladus (NASA / JPL-Caltech), and Mars 

(Emirates Mars Mission / EXI / Jason Major)—shown roughly to scale.

2
part
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Q1: What is the geodynamic and tectonic 
history of Mars, and how and why does it differ 
from Earth’s?

Q2: How do planetary climates respond to 
orbital forcing?

A few key takeaways from our workshops:

1. Mars is one of the timeliest objects for relatively low-
cost geodetic studies over the next decade

2.   Mars is a great laboratory to study planetary processes
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The Global Dichotomy2
part
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Why does the top half of 
Mars look different than the 
bottom half?

This question is not just geophysics!  The 
dichotomy sets the initial conditions for the 
surface evolution

– “which way is downhill?”

Ø Oceans
Ø Polar science and volatile transport

Top left: MOLA topography rendered 
with Mars Trek. Bottom left: Artist 
rendering of Mars with a northern 
ocean (ESO / M. Kornmesser / N. 
Risinger / Skysurvey). 

We don’t know the answer – or even if 
this global dichotomy is something that 
happened to Mars externally or from 
Mars’ interior.
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The Global Dichotomy2
part
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An essential piece of unknown information is if and how
the dichotomy persists at depth: Is there a dichotomy in
crustal thickness, crustal density, or both?

Crustal 
thickness 

asymmetry

No crustal 
thickness 

asymmetry

Crustal 
density 

asymmetry
GIANT IMPACT SERPENTINIZATION

No crustal 
density 

asymmetry

MANTLE 
CONVECTION

NOT EXPECTED

A global gravity field of spherical harmonic degree and
order ≥ 200 will permit tests of dichotomy origin –
something not possible with current data

See reviews in Citron (2021) and Roberts (2021)
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Ice inventory

Surface

10s ~ 100s 
of meters

De
pt

h

Possible accessible, mid-latitude water ice: 
competing hypotheses (Bramson et al., 2015; 
Stuurman et al., 2016; Campbell and Morgan, 
2018) for icy vs dry interpretation of radar data.

3
part

4

What is the inventory of ice on Mars?
What does ice tell us about the past
climate?

NPLD

Basal Unit

MOC Image 
E03/00890

The Basal Unit may be one of the largest 
inventories of water ice on Mars, but uncertainty is 
currently extremely high (Ojha et al., 2019)

Hypothesized CO2 ice in the 
south polar cap with massive 
implications for past climate 
(Phillips et al., 2011), but 
overall volume uncertain.



Mars Gravity and Deformation Orbiter4
part
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Compelling 
Next-Gen Geodesy 
Mission Concept 1:

#DICHOTOMY: Distinguish between hypotheses on the nature and origin 
of the global dichotomy by measuring crustal density and crustal 
thickness.
#CLIMATE: Test hypotheses about the location and transport of volatiles 
with static and time-varying gravity fields.
#GEODYNAMICS: Quantifying the geodynamical vigor of Mars by 
measuring high-precision static gravity and active deformation.

Science Objectives

W.M. Keck Institute for Space Studies — Next-Generation Planetary Geodesy Slide 7

• Dual spacecraft architecture (like GRACE or GRAIL)
• Mission duration: several Mars years
• Orbit: low-altitude, high-inclination
• Instruments:

– Ranging system (for measuring static and time-varying gravity 
field)

– InSAR (for measuring active, sub-centimeter scale deformation)

Possible Implementation:
• InSAR: Determine the feasibility of operating InSAR onboard one or two 

spacecraft, while simultaneously performing spacecraft-to-spacecraft 
tracking. 

• Orbit design: Quantify trade-offs between low-altitude circular orbits 
(which provide higher spatial resolution), high-altitude circular orbits 
(which last longer), and low-periapse eccentric orbits (which could 
target a region with higher spatial resolution). 

Next Steps:



Mars Geophysical Helicopter4
part
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Compelling 
Next-Gen Geodesy 
Mission Concept 2:

#DICHOTOMY: Distinguish between hypotheses on the nature and 
origin of the global dichotomy by measuring crustal density, 
composition, and/or magnetic field.
#DYNAMO: Test the timing and longevity of Mars’s ancient core dynamo
by measuring magnetic field strength and direction at a variety of terrains 
(primitive crust, lava flows, basins) and altitudes.

Science Objectives
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• Mars Science Helicopter type vehicle, capable of traversing 
distances of 100s of kilometers, and altitudes of 100s of meters.

• Instruments:
– Gravimeter (for making crustal density measurements when 

landed)
– Magnetometer (for performing aerial and landed magnetic field 

measurements)
– Visible/near-infrared camera (for providing geologic context and 

compositional information)

Possible Implementation:
• Gravity measurements from a helicopter: Determine whether a Mars 

Science Helicopter type vehicle can fly a gravimeter with the required 
precision (~0.1 mGal) necessary to address the science objectives.

• Magnetic measurements from a helicopter: Evaluate the magnetic 
cleanliness of a Mars Science Helicopter type vehicle, and determine 
how to make reliable magnetic field measurements while landed and 
flying.

• Traverse planning: Determine the most effective, feasible traverse for 
addressing the science objectives. 

Next Steps:

Two notional traverses across the dichotomy boundary (left) or strong 
crustal magnetization (right): 

↖ Global 
topography

(Smith et 
al., 2001)

↖ Magnetic 
field strength 
(Langlais et 
al., 2018)



GRACE, 
climate science

GRAIL, 
geophysics

Gravity science at Mars offers the best of both worlds –
compelling questions in both geophysics and climate science

Polar science, 
water transport, 
atmospheres

Crustal structure, 
volcanism, 
impacts



Backup Slides
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The Path Forward & Discussion4
part

4

We speculate that spacecraft-to-spacecraft tracking from orbit is the 
way to go at Mars

Ø Orbital gravity provides a global view, and allows polar monitoring for multiple Mars years

Ø Single-spacecraft radio tracking offers only minor, incremental advances

Ø Relatively low-risk, high readiness

Ø Dual spacecraft tracking allows for continuous data collection during occultations

Ø Superconducting gravity gradiometry may have a shorter lifespan, harming time-variable gravity 
investigations

Ø Other datasets at Mars are ready for gravity science – we have topography, ground-penetrating 
radar, and seismic data
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The Path Forward & Discussion4
part

4

What are the challenges, costs, and trade-offs that need to be studied?

Ø Orbit altitude: low altitude (high-resolution but difficult to maintain) vs high altitude (easy to 
maintain but not as high resolution).  Can we do multiple altitudes in a two-phase mission?  If 
so, do you go low or high first?

Ø Orbit shape: consider elliptical orbits? These can provide locally high-resolution

Ø Ranging system: microwave ranging system (GRAIL) vs optical laser ranging (GRACE Follow-
On) 

Ø Spacecraft tracking: GRACE and GRAIL had slightly different tracking mechanisms.  Will we 
need to augment spacecraft positioning accuracy?

Ø Cost! Can this be done at <Discovery? 

Other issues the community would like to see discussed in our report?



My broad context assumptions for future MEP
• Less interest in investing in Mars 

with large missions
• Mars Sample Return, then 

potentially Life Explorer
• No other medium or large-class 

Mars mission was prioritized in the 
Decadal

• International Mars Ice Mapper has 
been dropped

• Potential increased opportunities 
for small mission proposals

• Potential increased access to Mars 
over next decade

• Commercial interest
• Work towards human exploration

• Capability for Mars investigation 
to make strong contribution to 
Comparative Planetary science

at MEPAG mtg 39 1Serina Diniega (she/her, JPL)
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Broad context assumptions for future MEP
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A modular approach with small spacecraft is 
very workable

at MEPAG mtg 39 4

With process and environmental investigations (+ likely other science areas)
• Solar power is sufficient for many investigations (i.e., can focus on within ~30° lat)

• Potential exception: global studies, especially if considering polar environment
• Landing sites of individual landers don’t have to be strongly targeted
• Could send same payload with all landers (but don’t need to)
• Provides piecemeal investigation, with value in each piece and sum

^ Updated CAD model for 
SHIELD/PAMI, from L. Giersch

→ Use the same simple, small lander platform and 
landing architecture to support multiple mission 
concepts 

• With option to include a deployable mast
• Can add sites/landers over time, still increase 

science return
→ Design STMs for several concepts
→ Put a mission together (with high TRL instruments) 

fitting the cost/mass envelope in a short time, to 
respond as opportunity arises 

• Especially important with commercial launch options

Serina Diniega (she/her, JPL)
From Low Cost Mars mission concepts workshop presentation



For more on these ideas
• Optimizing Planetary In Situ Surface-Atmosphere Interaction 

Investigations workshop, June 28-July 1 2022, 
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/planetinsitu2022/

• Diniega, et al., 2022, Optimally-sized mission concepts for focused in-
situ studies of planetary surface-atmosphere interactions, Low-cost 
Science Mission Concepts Exploration workshop, Ab. 5044.

• Diniega et al., 2022 (in press), It’s time for focused in situ studies of 
planetary surface-atmosphere interactions, IEEE Aerospace 
Conference.

• MEPAG ICE-SAG Final Report (2019), Report from the Ice and Climate 
Evolution Science Analysis group (ICE-SAG), Chaired by S. Diniega and 
N. E. Putzig, posted at http://mepag.nasa.gov/reports.cfm.

• Diniega et al., 2021, Modern Mars’ geomorphological activity, driven 
by wind, frost, & gravity, Geomorphology, 380, 1.

serina.diniega@jpl.nasa.gov

Serina Diniega (she/her, JPL) at MEPAG mtg 39 5

https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/planetinsitu2022/
http://mepag.nasa.gov/reports.cfm
mailto:Serina.diniega@jpl.nasa.gov


Thoughts on Next Steps [Claire Newman, Aeolis Research]:

• We should discuss missions/measurements needed to meet MEPAG/Decadal/etc. 
science objectives under the same umbrella as those needed to prepare for humans

• Splitting these up will lead to inefficient planning and unnecessary parallel work
• There is a fear that science priorities will not be respected, but greater efficiency and cost 

sharing will surely free up more funds overall

• We need a clear understanding of what information about Mars is “required” or 
“helpful” ahead of human exploration, and we need it now

• Mars Ice Mapper was pitched as the mission we urgently required to locate near-surface ice
• But at the same time, we were told it was premature to have a list of requirements

• The entire Mars community should be included in these discussions
• This will provide broader expertise and a broader opinion base
• Good communication - soliciting wider input and explaining the rationale behind the final 

decisions - is vital to avoid mistakes and frustration

Science and Human Exploration:



• Mission arcs, each covering one area of Mars science, are a useful way to look at how a 
series of missions could build up knowledge in one or more areas

• Mars Sample Return => limits on funding => motivates starting small and building up

• But mission arcs are not the only way forward
• We should not turn our backs on high priority science that requires only one specific mission
• Not every small mission functions as a starting point for a larger mission

• Some areas have many BIG science objectives that are well-suited to low-cost missions

Mission arcs and low-cost missions:

• It’s clear that Mars is on the verge of losing the bulk of its orbital assets, esp. NASA ones
• Odyssey will be gone soon; MRO perhaps soon after that; science and comms will suffer

• The great coverage we’ve become used to - of weather, dust storm warnings, landing 
site assessment, and surface changes - may soon be gone unless we act promptly

• We must prioritize this within the scope of flying an ISRU ice / climate science orbiter  

Orbital assets:



HiRISE in 2022 
(versus 2002)

Shane Byrne*, Alfred McEwen (UArizona)
Rich Dissly, Rebecca Schindhelm, Michael Veto, Jeffrey Lasco (Ball Aerospace)

*shane@LPL.arizona.edu



HiRISE 1.0 health update
• MRO should last to the end of the 2020s barring the unforeseen
• HiRISE has 13/14 working detectors, one failed RED means the FOV is slightly 

narrower (now ~1 deg)

• Worsening bit flips are the major concern
• Improves when we warm up the camera …but HiRISE is running hot, which limits 

the length of the images we can take
• We’re reaching the end of the line for temperature increases and experimenting 

with new ADC settings
• Some promising results so far that could take us to the end of the 2020s if we’re 

lucky

• Future Timeline?
• Full Res across the full FOV will probably be possible throughout EM6 (up to Fall 

2025)
• After EM6 we may have to start bin-2 images in some CCDs initially and eventually 

all CCDs. All full-res imaging will likely end in the late 2020s.

• We’re counting down to the end of this capability at Mars, so:
1. Get requests for full res and full scene images into HiWISH soon
2. We need a plan for future high-res imaging of science targets and landing sites



• 50cm aperture, 1 urad IFOV
• Diffraction-limited performance 
• Mass 65 kg, max power 160 W

Focal Plane Layout with 14 CCD Modules 
Each 2048x128, 12um pixels
3 colors (center strip only)

HiRISE 2.0: First, two Important things to remember about HiRISE 1.0

• Tiny IFOV means poor SNR in a traditional exposure
• Time-Delay Integration is required for HiRISE 

resolution at Mars
• Drives the high pointing stability HiRISE requires
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HIRISE-2022:  TWO DESIGNS FOR COMPARISON

• Full HiRISE replacement
• 50 cm primary mirror
• 1 µrad IFOV (25 cm/px from 250 km)
• Redundant Electronics 

• Lower performance (LoRISE?) 
• 25 cm primary mirror
• 2 µrad IFOV (50 cm/px from 250 km)
• Single String Electronics

Both cases

• Bandpass 0.4-0.9 mm

• 1.4 deg FOV (~6.1 km image 
width)

• Radiometry better than HiRISE

• SNR better than HiRISE under the 
same illumination conditions

• Multiple colors
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DIGITAL OUTPUT CMOS TDI MINIMIZES SIZE, WEIGHT, AND POWER

• HiRISE 1.0 has 14 Analog TDI CCD detectors 
• Smaller format, requiring more FPAs
• Bulkier and higher power electronics
• Thermal limits on image length

• HiRISE 2.0 would have one or two CMOS TDI detectors (TRL ≥7)
• Wider FOV than original HiRISE
• Up to four 1-µrad IFOV bands and up to six 2-µrad IFOV bands
• >10x imaging time (and Mars coverage)

5

• Primary, secondary, and tertiary are aspheres like on HiRISE
• Quaternary mirror replaces fold mirror to minimize distortion 

at the edge of the FOV (minimal impact on alignment)
• Optical Modulation Transfer Function matches HiRISE (~30% at 

Nyquist)
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DATA VOLUME, POINTING REQUIREMENTS, AND RADIOMETRY
& SIZE WEIGHT AND POWER REDUCTIONS

• Max rate of 3.2 Gb/s of data for 12 bits/pixel over 
two detectors. 

• Pointing requirements same as HiRISE – 0.5 µrad 
(1s) stability over 9.5 msec (for 128 lines of TDI)

• Radiometry exceeds HiRISE due to higher QE

• Advances in technology result in fewer detectors, 
lower power, and more-efficient digital 
electronics
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Band (nm) HiRISE 2.0 SNR

Blue (400 – 580) 149

Red (570 – 830) 210

NIR (860 – 910) 162

Element HiRISE HiRISE 2 
(Optimal)

HiRISE 2 
(reduced 
resolution)

Total mass (kg) 63.7 48.8 29.7

Electronics Volume (in3) 900 300 220

Power (W) 81 <32 <24



Higher resolution than HiRISE ?
• Lots of interest in even higher resolution than HiRISE 1.0

• e.g. 5x times for 5cm/pixel
• Resource costs escalate rapidly though

• The two main physics-based limitations

• HiRISE is diffraction limited. The primary mirror must scale up 
with the desired resolution or you’re just recording more pixels 
with no extra information.  e.g. 5x larger is about the size of 
Hubble (2.4m primary)

• Even with enlarged optics, Time-Delay Integration is still 
required and is (e.g. 5x) harder to achieve. If this is even 
possible then it will require an extremely quiet spacecraft.



Take-home messages

• HiRISE 1.0 is probably good for several more years, but the 
clock is ticking

• HiRISE resolution is at a sweet spot that maximizes science 
and landing site studies without the resource requirements 
becoming ridiculous

• New technology doesn’t change opto-mechanical realities, 
but offers huge savings in the electronics and detectors

• Mass can go down by ~25%
• Electronics volume and power can decrease by a 

factor of several
• Lower SWP requirements also mean a dedicated small-sat 

is an option (if comm.s are handled elsewhere)
• Rebuild of a HiRISE-like instrument is low risk as 

modifications for known issues and parts obsolescence are 
minor

• Expertise from Ball Aerospace and the HiRISE operations 
team already exists



+ Near-IR spectrometer (all platforms): access to surface pressure 
+ Sub-mm sounder/LIDAR (polar orbiter): access to atmospheric wind, water vapor profiles, etc.
+ Space weather package (areo orbiters): access to space weather monitoring 

Luca Montabone                          A low-cost scenario for a Martian weather monitoring constellation

Bottom-up approach SmallSat approach

Modular approach

1 Polar Orbiter 3 Areostationary Orbiters 

Visible camera Visible camera

Thermal IR Radiometer (limb) Thermal IR Imager (nadir)

Vertical profiles, global, 
discontinuous, asynchronous

Horizontal distributions, equatorial and 
mid-latitudes, continuous, simultaneous

3D, global, continuous, simultaneous observations

 Starting from the “minimum” configuration and payload for a 
weather-monitoring satellite constellation, and building up.

 Low-mass/small-volume payload
 Simple Concept of Operations
 Use of onboard ops/science autonomy 
 Accepting possible lower reliability
 Redundancy in number of platforms

 Constellation platforms can be added       
and/or replaced over time.
+ 1 areo: stereo capabilities, spatial coverage, redundancy
+ 2-3 polar: vertical profiles at several local times at once

Three-Platform Areostationary Constellation Four-Platform Areostationary Constellation

(SSI-USA, LMD-France)



International collaborations

A platform for science as well as exploratory science

 Share the costs and risks, increase benefits for all. 
 SmallSats are more easily contributed by small entities (e.g. ESA member state space agencies, university consortia, etc.).
 Same instruments aboard the same type of platforms (e.g. same cameras aboard all areostationary platforms).
 Single entities should be charged with constellation ConOps and data processing responsibilities. 

Use of opportunities

 Use of already available platforms and instruments.
 Use of rideshare/piggyback opportunities
 Join forces with missions with compatible objectives

FAHRENHEIT Concept (Environmental monitoring 
network for human exploration). Credit: ESA

 Weather monitoring is a precursor objective to develop weather forecasting capabilities;
 If a human mission is to land on Mars in the early 2040s, weather forecasting capabilities should be available by then;
 A weather monitoring constellation should be operative through the 2030s;
 Start launching a weather monitoring constellation by end of 2020s should be a programmatic requirement. 

Luca Montabone                          A low-cost scenario for a Martian weather monitoring constellation(SSI-USA, LMD-France)

MARs COmmunication and Navigation Infrastructure 
(MARCONI) Concept. Credit: C. Parfitt et al. (ESA)

International Mars Ice Mapper 
(I-MIM) Credit: NASA

?



The Life Detection Forum: 
Building a framework for life detection

Svetlana Shkolyar 

On behalf of NASA’s Center for Life Detection (CLD) / NFoLD team

May 2, 2022



Need for a framework for life detection

• National Academies of Sciences Astrobiology Strategy 
Consensus Study Report (2019)

“NASA should support the community in developing a 
comprehensive framework for assessment -- including the 
potential for abiosignatures*, false positives, and false negatives -
- to guide testing of in situ and remote biosignatures.”

• Planetary Sciences and Astrobiology Decadal Survey (2023-2032)
“How Can We Best Devise a Formal Framework for the      

Interpretation of a Set of Biosignature Measurements in a Given 
Environment?”  

Key to addressing MEPAG Goal #1, 
Life Detection

(Determine if mars ever supported, or still supports, life)
*Abiosignatures are features that are demonstrably abiotic.



The Life Detection Forum is framework for life detection missions   

The Life Detection Forum system is an online repository for knowledge about life-detection science and 
associated measurement technology, with an organizing scheme designed to support

risk assessment and science traceability

Separate but linked knowledge regarding signatures of life (Life Detection Knowledge Base - LDKB) 
and associated measurement capabilities (Measurement Technology Forum - MTF) 

Measurement Technology Forum

LDKB was launched in Jan. 2021. Content was contributed by the 
astrobiology community (100+ members) via a beta testing + 

development phase.

MTF is now under development as the counterpart of the 
LDKB. Launch timeline is 2023-24.



v Arguments with supporting evidence are organized to help evaluate potential for false positives / negatives for life 
detection measurements for various environments and solar system targets

v Centralizes, organizes, and standardizes the diverse body of astrobiology knowledge to facilitate its use in mission 
planning

- Help interpretation of past and current mission data of astrobiological significance
- Guide analysis and interpretation of returned samples 
- Inform science requirements of future astrobiology missions 
- Train next generation of astrobiologists 

Why is this 
relevant for 

Mars 
exploration?



How you can participate

• Sign up and start using it now 
• https://ldfknowledgebase.com/
• Register, browse current entries, add comments, develop your own content 

• Amplify your publications
• Contribute your research on true or false biosignatures as a source 

of evidence to argument in LDKB

• Use the LDKB in your classroom
• We have tools for adopting LDKB for use in a student SciComm project  

• See the Town Hall presentation about LDF @AbSciCon
• Wednesday, May 18, 2022: 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM
• Hilton Atlanta Downtown, Room: Salon West

• Become an Affiliate with NFoLD to learn about upcoming workshops and mission planning activities
• Sign up at www.nfold.org

Want to contribute? Want to partner with us? Questions? svet@bmsis.org

mailto:svet@bmsis.org


Avoiding a Worst-
Case Scenario

Andrew Gangidine
Curator of Earth and Space Sciences, Cranbrook Institute of Science

A Case Study on the Benefit of Sample 
Duplicates on Mars



10 cm

Searching for Ancient Life on Mars

• The most convincing evidence of ancient microbial 
life on Mars would be finding morphologically well-
preserved body fossils combined with a suite of 
chemical biosignatures.



10 cm

Searching for Ancient Life on Mars

• The most convincing evidence of ancient microbial 
life on Mars would be finding morphologically well-
preserved body fossils combined with a suite of 
chemical biosignatures.

However…

• Preservation potential can vary on a millimeter scale 
or less.

• While microbial textures (e.g., stromatolites) may 
best inform prime sampling locations, they by no 
means guarantee that

A) body fossils will be present, and
B) body fossils, if present, will be uniform 
throughout
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What is a Worst-Case Scenario for Mars Exploration?

A real worst-case scenario on Mars is
not that we don’t find evidence of
life, but rather that evidence of life
was right there and we just missed it.



Questions to Consider
• Can this realistically be addressed by in-situ rover missions?

• Can desired sample quota per site only be realistically achieved by a 
future human mission?

• If so, science objectives for the human exploration of Mars should highly 
consider prioritizing efforts to investigate multiple samples per site in a Mars-
based laboratory setting via thin sectioning, microscopy, etc. prior to 
returning samples to Earth.

Funding:



Martian Winds of Change: 2023-2032
Scott Guzewich, NASA GSFC

EMM/EXI

Science Drivers
• Transport of energy, dust, water, trace gases (CH4)
• Dust storm generation, movement, and prediction
• Prime agent of geologic change in 3+ Gy, driver of 

aeolian motion and erosion

Decadal Survey Support
• Q5.4: aeolian transport and regolith generation
• Q6.3: atmospheric dynamics, energetics, surface-

atmosphere coupling, dust storms
• Q6.4: dust lifting and sand motion
• Q12.6: using Solar System atmospheric 

observations to guide exoplanet studies

How
• Global measurements from orbit

• 2 TRL 6 instruments ready for flight 
(GSFC wind lidar, JPL sub-mm sounder) 

• Surface
• Sonic anemometer (TRL 6)
• Doppler wind lidar (TRL 4)

Technical Challenges
• Global measurements from orbit:

• Small-satellite propulsion and 
ridesharing

• Surface
• Low-cost surface access across varied 

terrains
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Science Enabled by Aerial Explorers: 
Addressing Outstanding Questions 

in the Martian Geological Record
A. A. Fraeman1 , W. Rapin2 , J. Bapst1 , L. H. Matthies1 , B. L. Ehlmann3 , J. Flahaut4, M. 
P. Golombek1 , B. Langlais5 , R. J. Lillis6 , A. Mittelholz7 , C. Quantin-Natif8, B. P. Weiss9, 

A. Udry10, A. B. Chmielewski1 , J. Delaune1 , J. S. Izraelevitz1 , E. Sklyanskiy1

1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (afraeman@jpl.nasa.gov), 2IRAP, 3 California Institute of 
Technology, 4CNRS/ CRPG, 5Univ. Of Nantes, 6UC Berkeley, 7Harvard University, 8Univ. Of Lyon, 9Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, 10University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Pre-decisional, for planning purposes only. © 2022 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. 



Questions include:
(i) What processes form 
early planetary crusts?
(ii) What are early drivers 
of climate evolution?
(iii) How do core dynamos 
form and evolve?
(iv) Do modern habitats 
exist?

(1) Nyquist et al., 2001 (2) Borg et al., 1999 (3) e.g. Valley et al., 2005 (4) Schopf, 2006 (5) e.g. Farquhar et al., 2000

<<1% of 
rock record

~50% of 
rock record

Mars as a Laboratory to Understand 
Earth Like Worlds

We could explore these 
questions with low(er) cost 

missions to the Martian 
surface

Rapin et al., 2020, White paper



The Mars Science Helicopter

Ingenuity
1.8 kg

Standalone Mars Science Helicopter
~30 kg

A Mars Science Helicopter concept 
designs allow ~5 kg of science 
payload and could traverse km/flight 
over rough terrains (Bapst et al., 2020 
Decadal Survey whitepaper; Johnson et al., 2020 
NASA/TM-2020-220485;  Tzanetos et al., 2022, IEEE 
aerospace conference)



Payload enabled by 
advances in instrument 
miniaturization

Total payload mass: ~5 kg

• Mineralogy: Micro Visible Midwave Dyson 
Imaging Spectrometer (VMDIS), ~3 kg

• Chemistry: Micro-Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectrometer (micro-LIBS) or Alpha Particle 
X-ray spectrometer (APXS) - ~1.5 kg

• Morphology: Color camera - ~300 g
• Remnant magnetism: Fluxgate 

magnetometer, ~100-300 g

Micro-VMDIS: A light weight SWIR imaging 
spectrometer (JPL)

See Green et al., 
poster this 
conference

Micro-LIBS: A light weight laser induced 
breakdown spectrometer (CNES/LANL)

See Rapin et 
al., poster this 
conference



Cruise stage 
separation

Chute deployment + 
heatshield separation

Helicopter + 
jet pack 
release Rotor unfold + 

spin up

Helicopter 
separation

Helicopter 
descent

Mid-Air Helicopter Delivery Concept
Reduces EDL system complexity, 
mass and cost compared to 
previous EDL systems

Delaune et al., 2022 IEEE Aerospace Conference



Mars’ most ancient terrains have never been explored in situ. Many are at elevations too high for 
current EDL systems, or are too steep or rough to be explored with existing rover designs.

Hellas Basin and 
Terby Crater Holden Crater

Valles Marineris

Eridania Basin and 
Terra Sirenum

Phoenix

Viking 2

M2020
InSight

MSL

Spirit
Opportunity

Pathfinder

Viking 1

Zhurong



The Future of Mars Polar Science

Isaac Smith 
York University and PSI

EMM



180 total authors and signatories



Decadal Survey

Q5.1c How Does the Presence of Porosity, Ices, Liquids or Gases Affect the 
Physical (e.g., Mechanical, Thermal, Electromagnetic) Properties of the Crust?

Q5.4 HOW HAVE SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPOSITIONS OF SOLID BODIES BEEN MODIFIED BY, AND 
RECORDED, SURFACE PROCESSES AND ATMOSPHERIC INTERACTIONS? 8-14

Q5.4b Where and How Have Glacial Processes Sculpted Landscapes?

Q5.4c How Has Regolith Generation and Subsequent Gravitational or Aeolian 
Transport of Material Driven Landscape Evolution?

Q5.5 HOW HAVE SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPOSITIONS OF SOLID BODIES BEEN MODIFIED BY, AND 
RECORDED, EXTERNAL PROCESSES? 8-16

Q5.5c Where and How Do Volatile Deposition, Sublimation, Transport, 
Redeposition and Loss Take Place, Now and in the Past?



Q6.2 WHAT PROCESSES GOVERN THE EVOLUTION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES AND CLIMATES OVER 
GEOLOGIC TIMESCALES? P9-6

Decadal Survey

Q6.3 WHAT PROCESSES DRIVE THE DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS OF ATMOSPHERES ON SOLID BODIES?  P9-9

Q6.2d How Does Orbital Forcing, Including Obliquity and Eccentricity Changes, Govern Climate Change and 
Surface Volatile Redistribution on Extraterrestrial Bodies With Volatile Cycles Like Modern Mars, Triton, and Pluto?



Decadal Survey

Q6.4c What Can Aeolian Features and Their Temporal Variation Tell Us About Near-Surface Winds and 
Other Atmospheric Variables? What Are the Mechanisms That Connect Wind-Driven Surface 
Modifications to Environmental Conditions?

Q6.4d How Do the Major Constituents in Planetary Atmospheres Drive the Formation, Evolution, and 
Stability of Polar Caps and Other Reservoirs Over Seasonal Timescales? How Do These Reservoirs 
Drive Volatile Transport and Generate Winds That Can Result in Aeolian Activity?

Q6.4e How Do the Minor Constituents in Planetary Atmospheres Drive the Distribution of Surface and 
Near-Surface Volatiles, Such as the Distribution of H2O Ice on Mars or CH4 and CO Ices on Triton/Pluto?

Q6.4 HOW DO PLANETARY SURFACES AND INTERIORS INFLUENCE AND INTERACT WITH THEIR HOST 
ATMOSPHERES?  P9-14



Mars Polar Science is Everywhere

MLE

IMIM

Goal 1: Biological activity or potential habitats in icy environments?

Mars Life Explorer (MLE)


“sampling mid-latitude subsurface ice”


Goal 2: Transfer of volatiles across the globe

Goal 2: Seasonal cycles in trace gases

Goal 2: Present and recent climate


Goal 3: Aeolian activity, dust lifting

Goal 3: Climate record stored in ice


Goal 4: Human In Situ Resource Utilization

International Mars Ice Mapper Mission (IMIM)

MEPAG goals, couple of examples
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IMIM



What can the NPLD 
tell us about past 
climates?

What atmospher ic 
processes go into the 
actively forming layer?

Investigate Present and Past Climate at the Poles



Mars Magnetism Science: 

Plasma, Atmosphere, Crust
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Mars Magnetism Science: 

Subsurface

Subsurface structure, aquifers, caves.
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Magnetic Field Observations: Scenarios

Multi-point orbitersRegional Scale Surveys Local Scale Surveys



Summary

• Magnetic field observations are important for multiple areas of Mars science 
including its magnetosphere, atmosphere, surface, and subsurface.

• Magnetic measurements could be part of several plausible low cost Mars 
missions, including:
– Local-scale subsurface sounding
– Regional-scale geophysical mapping
– Multi-point orbital surveys

• Existing magnetometer instrumentation is high heritage and low resource.

We welcome potential collaborations.
Jared.Espley@nasa.gov



Ls

New orbiter 
needed to 

continue the 
2-decade 

long record 
of Mars’s 
weather.

Michael Battalio 
Yale University


Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences

https://battalio.com Battalio and Wang (2021)Mars Dust Activity Database (MDAD)



Why is(are) new orbiter(s) needed?

MRO won’t last forever, ODY fuel constrained, Maven geared to upper-atmo.

Climate/weather missions fit in the $100–300m range; large number at LCM.

Problem 1:  Poor diurnal and 
annual temporal coverage  MCS Wind VariabilityTES Wind Variability

Problem 2:  Few variables measured

Annular mode structure depends on orbiter.Polar orbits miss large parts of sol. 
Battalio & Lora (2021)Battalio et al. (in prep)



https:/battalio.com  ||  Michael Battalio  ||  joseph.battalio@yale.edu

Longitude

Problem 3:  Limited spatial coverage  
Community should commit to refreshing orbiter assets for atmosphere studies.

Battalio, J. Michael. “Transient Eddy Kinetic Energetics on Mars in Three Reanalysis Datasets.” Journal of 
the Atmospheric Sciences 79, no. 2 (February 2022): 361–82. https://doi.org/10.1175/JAS-D-21-0038.1.


Battalio, J. Michael, and Juan M. Lora. “Annular Modes of Variability in the Atmospheres of Mars and Titan.” 
Nature Astronomy 5, no. 11 (2021): 1139–47. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-021-01447-4.


Battalio, Michael, and Huiqun Wang. “Eddy Evolution during Large Dust Storms.” Icarus 338, no. October 
2019 (2020): 113507. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2019.113507.


Battalio, Michael, Istvan Szunyogh, and Mark T. Lemmon. “Energetics of the Martian Atmosphere Using the 
Mars Analysis Correction Data Assimilation (MACDA) Dataset.” Icarus 276 (2016): 1–20. https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.actamat.2015.02.029.

http://battalio.com


Life detection using solid state nanopore analysis 
 

David Deamer 
Biomolecular Engineering 

University of California, Santa Cruz 
deamer@soe.ucsc.edu 

 
All life on Earth uses nucleic acids like DNA and RNA to store and process genetic information 
 
Nucleic acids are polyanions in which nucleobases are linked to a polyester backbone. 
 
We cannot expect life elsewhere to use the same chemistry, but it is likely to use polyanions 
having a net negative charge. 
 
A solid state nanopore can detect single molecules of polyanions by a unique blockade of ionic 
current as the polymers are driven through a nanoscale pore in a membrane by an applied 
voltage. 
 
One such device is the Nanocounter manufactured by Ontera in Santa Cruz CA. 
 
 
 

 
The Nanocounter has a solid state nanopore 25 – 40 nm in diameter. A 100 microliter sample in 
4.0 M LiCl is contained in a removable platform which is inserted into the instrument. When a  
voltage of 100 mV is applied, polyanionic particles such as nucleic acids are driven through the 
pore.  
 



  
Each particle causes a transient modulation of the ionic current passing through the pore which 
is recorded by a dedicated laptop computer with software designed to specify duration and 
amplitude of the blockade. This figure shows blockades produced by ribosomal RNA, and 
arrows indicate single blockade signals. 
 
We have also been using the Nanocounter to analyze DNA solutions. One set of results is shown 
below. Each dot is a single molecule of DNA passing through the pore. Note that the 
Nanocounter easily discriminates among DNA molecules of different sizes. 

 
 



Bacteriophages are abundant in Earth’s oceans. If microbial life ever existed on Mars, it is likely 
that bacteriophages were similarly abundant. We filtered tide pool seawater to remove 
bacteria and larger particles, then analyzed a sample with the Nanocounter. Multiple blockades 
were present that are likely caused by phages passing through a 45 nm nanopore. Note that 
these are absent when the sample was also filtered to remove bacteriophages (light blue dots). 
 

 
 
It is likely that a future Mars lander will have the ability to drill several meters into the surface 
of an ancient lakebed to obtain ice samples. We propose to develop an instrument similar to 
the Nanocounter to analyze melted ice for remnants of polyanionic polymers. Blockade signals 
such as those described here will provide strong evidence that microbial life was present. 
 
 



Mars AI platform 
Snapdragon 8155 

Doug Sheldon
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 



Mars AI platform – Snapdragon 8155 
• Heterogenous compute subsystems/DSPs to support next generation AI, machine 

learning and computer vision acceleration; highly efficient machine learning 
architecture consuming less than 7 W to deliver > 10 TOPS of performance

• Ability to do wide variety of science analysis and applications:
• Hyperspectral compression
• SAR processing and classification
• Depth from Stereo
• Terrain Navigation
• Planning 
• Novel Data Detection
• CCSDS Telecom

• Leverage 4 generations of improvements over initial Mars Ingenuity avionics platform 
and Snapdragon 801 based GNC 

• Automotive grade device with enhanced reliability, EDAC and resilient system 
diagnostic and management capabilities

• Available as a fully integrated co-processor mezzanine card with robust/rad tolerant 
XKCU060 Ultrascale FPGA based JPL Swift CIE host via  PCIe

• 1+ year on orbit demonstration of 50+ algorithms on ISS1,2 

• Support for next generation Mars Science Rotorcraft:
• Order-of-magnitude improvements in range potential
• Access to hazardous terrains
• in-situ atmospheric science
• Rover-level spatial resolutions at scales that have only been previously obtained from orbit
• Increasing the number of high-priority science targets that can be visited for a single mission.

Swift Processor
Module

Snapdragon
Co-processor

Mezzanine Card
90mm x 70mm

1. “Benchmarking Deep Learning Inference of Remote Sensing Imagery on the Qualcomm Snapdragon and Intel Movidius Myriad X Processors Onboard the International Space Station”. E. Dunkel, et. al. IGARSS 2022
2. ”Testing Mars Rover, Spectral Unmixing, and SHIP Detection Neural Networks, and Memory Checkers on Embedded System Onboard the ISS”, E. Dunkel, et. al. ASTRA 2022



• Mariners 6, 7 & 9 (1969-
1972)

• Viking IRTM (1976-1980)

• MGS TES (1997-2006)

• 2001 Mars Odyssey THEMIS 
(2001-Present)

Ari Koeppel (akoeppel@nau.edu)

Ari Koeppel - A Case for a New Hi-Res Mars Thermal Infrared Imager

MEPAG 39 - May 2022

100 m/px has taught us a lot, especially that even 
finer detail will enable vastly improved science 



Piqueux et al., 2019

Sedimentary Geology

Ari Koeppel (akoeppel@nau.edu)

Geologic Interpretations and Ice Identification

MEPAG 39 - May 2022

Locating Subsurface Volatiles



Ari Koeppel (akoeppel@nau.edu)MEPAG 39 - May 2022

Why another TIR imager?

• Detailed identification of subsurface ice (complementary to radar)
• Improve interpretations of deposition chronologies and past climates by 

investigating physical structure of individual strata
• Analyze hazards at rover/human operations scales
• Enable detailed tracking of atmospheric phenomena
• The technology exists

12.8 µm 
image from 
Gemini 
South 



Instrument Technology for MER-Class Rovers in the 
Coming Decades

David Blake
Exobiology Branch, MS 239-4, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 

94035 
(david.blake@nasa.gov; (650) 604-4816)

Decadal Survey White Paper:  Bulletin of the AAS, 53(4). https://doi.org/10.3847/25c2cfeb.a7226c13

Camera 
Electronics.

CCD & TEC

Thermal 
Radiator

Heatsink
Bracket

Camera 
Door

244Cm 
Sources

X-ray Optic

3D model of the MapX flight instrument.

MER-class rover HBR mini-drill CheMin-X XRD/XRF MapX imaging APXS

mailto:david.blake@nasa.gov
mailto:david.blake@nasa.gov


Rationale for Multiple MER-Class rovers to Mars:

• In some decade soon, there will likely be a human mission to Mars.  This will be $10’s 
of Billions effort.  Assuming a successful sample return from Jezero Crater, there will 
have only been four places on Mars that have been characterized by in situ instruments. 

• However, in order to understand the geology of Mars, its early habitability and its 
potential to support In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) and eventual human habitation, 
full and comprehensive science investigations are needed at many diverse sites. 

• Going forward, NASA should develop a CLPS-style program based on the MER rover 
design, to provide a common platform that can be landed at multiple sites.  Instrument 
suites could be competed for various important sites on the Mars surface.

• The following two slides describe one possible payload that could provide information 
vital to ISRU and basic science.



Camera 
Electronics.

CCD & TEC

Thermal 
Radiator

Heatsink
Bracket

Camera 
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244Cm 
Sources

X-ray Optic

3D model of the MapX flight instrument.

This package determines crystal structure, elemental composition and 
morphology, the three principal descriptors of a solid material

HBR mini-powdering drill CheMin-X XRD/XRF MapX imaging  APXS

End-to-end sample acquisition 
and delivery to XRD instrument 
is being developed to TRL-4 
under the PICASSO program

Power supply and X-ray tube are 
being developed to TRL-6 under 
the MatISSE and DALI programs

Hybrid-Pixel Detectors for XRD 
are being developed under NASA 
Ames IRAD and SBIR-II programs

X-ray tube-based design being 
developed under the MatISSE program.

Ames / LLNL collaboration to 
develop 244-Cm sources was 
proposed to both DALI and PICASSO 
programs but was not funded.



CheMin-X XRD/XRF

In a 1-hour analysis:

• Identification of all minerals present >1 wt. %.

• Quantification of all minerals >3 wt. %, including their 
structure states and cation occupancies.

• Bulk geochemistry with ppm detection limits of some 
elements.

• Abundance of all major elements present in each 
mineral (H and above).

• Valence state of all elements, including speciation of 
multi-valent species, such as Fe.

• Abundance and composition of X-ray amorphous 
components, if present

MapX imaging  APXS

• No moving parts, no HVPS, no X-ray tube
• ±5 mm depth of field with minimal loss of resolution
• “touch and go” images in 10 minutes

• 2.5 cm square elemental image with 100 µm lateral resolution 
• Regions of Interest having common compositions chosen with on-board 

machine learning program
• HDF-5 data cube can be analyzed/reanalyzed after data collection
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